Abstract -In order to know the acoustic transference impedance of acoustic coupler described in IEC60318 standard it is necessary to make measures based on the reciprocity technique. This 
I. INTRODUCTION
IEC603 18-1 [1] acoustic couplers are used in the calibration of the headphone included in audiometric equipment (in the electroacoustic terminology an artificial ear is the combination of one coupler and a microphone). These couplers have produced problems in the execution of audiometer calibration intercomparison activities [2] . These problems must be solved in order to make correct audiometer calibration process and thus being able to define an accurate uncertainty estimation model of aerial way [3] and [4] .
For solving these disadvantages the IEC/TC29 committee has considered to define a new standard version of artificial ear that replaces the existing one [5] . In The acoustic coupler that is defined in IEC-60318 standard is a mechanical stainless steel piece with external geometry of cylindrical shape. This coupler is internally composed of three interconnected acoustic cavities (two are hidden). In figure 1 , the coupler cross section representation according to IEC-60318 is shown and it is possible to see the internal cavities and the interconnection elements. In IEC-60318 standard the geometric shape and key dimensions -for cavities and interconnection elements-are not provide, which complicates the design of the coupler. Moreover, it is stated that lumped parameter approximation is not good for high frequency. In addition all commercial couplers presents screws for adjusting the acoustic impedance of the devices in the calibration process to match with expected target values.
B. Measurement Method
The impedance measurement method is based on knowing the sensitivity as frequency function for two microphones that have been calibrated in agreement with IEC61094-2 standard [7] . IEC60318 specifies that it is necessary to determine the transference impedance of the coupler in the range between 20Hz and 10 kHz using microphone sensitivities. This method presents several execution problems. There is a limited range of measurement below 100Hz where the losses in the measurement process do impossible to determine with the necessary accuracy the target impedance. The measurement uncertainty is large compared with the target measurement tolerances. It has been possible to identify differences in the measurement of the impedance up to 0.5dB for the same coupler in different laboratories, when the maxima tolerance is ldB. In addition the values obtained in high frequency (over 5 kHz) show second order effects noncharacterized in the lumped model. III. PROPOSED APPROACH.
In order to be able to make reliable and trusty finite element modelling and a later determination of the values of acoustic impedance, it becomes necessary to know the geometry and the exact dimensions of these couplers, since the IEC60318 standard leaves it as a designer election. So we propose the using of non-invasive measurement system based on X-ray inspection and image post-processing for the mechanical characterization of these standard couplers.
A. Non-invasive measurement by X-ray inspection.
The X-ray inspection of a commercial coupler that IEC60318 standard is made following the next steps: * The most representative images of the coupler are extracted doing cross sections of the sample. This allows the location of the coupler's internal elements and show the geometry used in the implementation of these elements. * A procedure for determination of dimensions based in a customized virtual instrumentation application is developed by means of image processing techniques. NI vision for Labview software module [8] is used for the image processing allowing the extraction of internal an external key coupler's dimensions. This procedure will provide us with the necessary data to: The procedure for obtaining the key dimensions has followed these steps: 
B. Finite Element modelling
The acoustic FEM/BEM modelling techniques require modelling the interior fluid of the coupler, i.e. the air contained in the inner cavities and interconnection elements (see figure 1) . Figure 4 shows the geometry that has been simulated using LMS Virtual Lab Acoustic Version 7 (based in Sysnoise [9] ) integrated in CATIA [10] . Mixed FEM/BEM modelling has been implemented. The volumetric cavities V1, V2, V3 have been modelled by means of FEM (fast and efficient in calculation), and interconnection elements, L2R2 and L3R3 by BEM direct interior (it requires more time of calculation, but it allows to simulate thermal and viscosity losses, these effects are widely documented in the references [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] ).
IV. RESULTS
The acoustic transference impedance has been measured using the reciprocity technique [15] in a laboratory with controlled environmental conditions. Later the internal and external dimensions from coupler prototype have been obtained by means of non-invasive techniques of measurement using X-ray inspection. The dimensions obtained have been applied in the coupler's FEM/BEM finite element mixed model to obtain the acoustic impedance of the coupler. Figure 5 shows the comparison among the data measured in the laboratory, the impedance values obtained in the simulation -these are in good agreement with the values defined in IEC603 18-1 standard-and with the standard target values. There are differences in frequencies above 2 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed approach supposes a reliable and trusty way of obtaining the acoustic transference impedance for acoustic couplers type I without the drawbacks that the reciprocity techniques has by itself and it supposes a good tool for the design of these kind of electroacoustic devices. More complex studies on these couplers could be carry out without the needed of the construction of a real device such as: mechanical tolerance influence, different environmental conditions dependencies, proposals of new geometries for the internal cavities and so on.
